In this new book on the artist Jimmy Ernst from Hudson Hills Press Inc., the life and work of this remarkable individual is shown in a stunning collection of prose and color reproductions.

Jimmy Ernst, son of twentieth-century giant Max Ernst, the great Surrealist, and a major painter Jimmy Ernst, "Icarus 64", 1964 Oil on canvas, 50" x 40".

"Immobilized as he had been that final year, Max Ernst must have fought the enforced languor of his body by letting his... Who knows? At this point he may have been looking forward to the adventure because he suspected that Loplop had not told him everything..." Jimmy Ernst greeting Max as he enters the U.S., July 1941.

Jimmy Ernst [German-born American Abstract Painter, 1920-1984] Guide to pictures of works by Jimmy Ernst in art museum sites and image archives worldwide. Search Inside Books: Same as "Look Inside", except that the entire book is scanned in, and the text is fully searchable. This is an unbelievable resource, for research and especially for previewing a book when making the decision to buy.